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Abstract

Problem of indirect assessment of heart rate in video is

addressed. Several methods of indirect evaluations (adap-

tive baselines) were examined on Remote Physiological Sig-

nal Sensing challenge. Particularly, regression models of

dependency of heart rate on estimated age and motion in-

tensity were obtained on challenge's train set. Account-

ing both motion and age in regression model led to top-

quarter position in the leaderboard. Practical value of such

adaptive baseline approaches is discussed. Although such

approaches are considered as non-applicable in medicine,

they are valuable as baseline for the photoplethysmography

problem.

1. Introduction and prior work

RePSS (The 1st challenge on Remote Physiological Sig-

nal Sensing) was held in conjunction with CVPR 2020 [1–

4]. The challenge aimed at comparing accuracy of different

methods of heart rate assessment in video with stationary

and moving humans. Common approaches on heart rate es-

timation in video are mostly based on remote photoplethys-

mography (rPPG) which is analysis of skin color changes

caused by heart beat [5, 6] or ballistocardiography which is

detection of tiny motions caused by heart pulsation [7].

We, however, tried to indirectly “guess” a heart rate. Our

guess was based on assessment of age and motion in the

video, without using of any PPG-related signal at all. We

called this approach “adaptive baseline”.

The inverse problem was, to great extent, solved. Heart

rate (HR) as a proxy variable for evaluation of energy ex-

penditure is a well-known and widely used technique [8, 9].

This technique typically involves the use of other factors,

such as body weight index (BWI), gender or age [10, 11], to

produce more accurate estimation. As long as such estima-

tion is accurate enough for the practical usage [12], the fol-

lowing question appears: is it possible to invert this scheme

to evaluate HR itself? Is it possible to combine the infor-

mation about BWI, age, gender, physical activity or other

factors, and produce good HR guess?

It turns out that our adaptive baseline was actually better

than 3/4 of other participants'best efforts. It is a matter of

discussion whether the baseline HR estimations are of any

practical value, even if formally accurate enough.

2. The challenge description

The RePSS dataset is divided into training and testing

sets. The training set consists of randomly cut 10-second

clips from 500 randomly selected videos of VIPL-HR V2

dataset [1]. Up to date, this dataset is poorly described by

the authors. Regarding the training set, it contains 500 fold-

ers of 10 sec videos and metadata. In most cases, there are

five videos per folder, cut from corresponding video files of

the VIPL-HR V2 dataset, resulting in 2498 videos. Meta-

data of a single ground truth HR value and average value

of frame rate correspond to each video. Authors state that

they used a Realsense F200 camera to record videos with

960×720 resolution [1]. However, the resolutions of the

training set videos vary. The scene backgrounds are non-

monotonous and sometimes dynamic with presence of other

people behind the subject. Subjects in the dataset are of dif-

ferent age (including children and elderly) and gender. Total

number of subjects is 500.

The testing set contains 1000 video files of 10 sec videos

from 200 subjects (100 from VIPL-HR V2 and 100 from

OBF Database [2]). The extra complexity is that the areas of

the eyes and mouth areas are covered with mosaics. Instead,

the authors provided the facial bounding box location and

68 facial landmarks.

The RePSS authors selected the mean average er-

ror (MAE) as primary metric to compare methods of

HR evaluation. Two additional metrics were used: root

mean square error (RMSE) and Pearson correlation coef-

ficient (R).

3. Methods

In rPPG, average HR value can be used as baseline. It

is essentially a prior knowledge about HR distribution on a
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training set for a proposing rPPG method. Average HR is

the simplest form of such prior knowledge. More sophisti-

cated forms may involve additional information such as es-

timated age and gender of a person in video, type of activity,

and others [13]. These additional factors can adapt baseline

to particular conditions observable in video under analysis.

In particular, we studied relations of HR on estimated age

of a person and on person's motion intensity in challenge’s

training dataset. Further, we estimated age and motion ac-

tivity in videos from test set and applied prior knowledge

on HR dependencies to obtain baseline predictions.

We consider four methods for heart rate estimation:

Baseline by Constant HR (BC), Baseline by Motion (BMo-

tion), Baseline by Age (BAge), and Baseline by Age and

Motion (BAM).

BC represents a constant function returning the same HR

value C for any input. According to [13], normal heart rate

for healthy adult at rest could be estimated as C = 70 bpm.

However, regarding RePSS, the average HR on the training

set was 87.95 bpm. We rounded this value down (C =

87 bpm) and used it as BC output. The rounding down was

made both for sake of simplicity and basing on testing set

analysis: it is half composed of videos from OBF Database,

where, for some sessions, subjects are expected to sit still

before the physical exercises [2]. Due to relatively high HR

on the training set, we assume that average HR on testing

set would be slightly lower because of before-exercise part

of the OBF.

BMotion is based on HR prediction by motion amplitude.

Unlike ballistocardiography [7], BMotion method estimates

HR by an average motion amplitude (AMA), which is a sin-

gle value generated per video:
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where f is a frame index, F is a total frame count, yfc is

a vertical coordinate of facial rectangle in pixels, Hf
face is a

height of facial rectangle in pixels, δ (=10) is an offset to

calculate motion amplitude. The motion amplitude is esti-

mated in each frame as displacement of relative vertical co-

ordinate of facial rectangle after δ frames. We didn't exploit

horizontal coordinate of facial rectangle due to noisy value

of width of the detected rectangle caused by head rotations.

To detect facial rectangle, we used Multitask Cascaded

Convolutional Networks [14] implemented on Python by

Centeno [15].

Once calculated, the AMA values and corresponding ac-

tual HR values are used as inputs for linear regression algo-

rithm. The resulting coefficients of approximation line are

used to generate HR predictions.

BAge is based on age estimation. Age was estimated on

cropped facial image as one of 26 classes corresponding to

a range of 15 to 40 years by Consistent Rank Logits frame-

work [16] implemented on Python by [17]. Age values were

calculated for 10 evenly selected frames in video; the over-

all age was estimated by averaging their 5 median values.

As for BMotion, we used linear regression to generate

HR predictions.

BAM combines the previous two approaches. First, BAge

is used to train the basic model of linear regression pro-

viding array of ŷBAge estimations on the training set. Sec-

ond, the relative errors
(

yi − ŷBAge
i

)/

ŷBAge
i are used as

ground truth data to train another linear regression model

with the corresponding AMA values on input. Both the

models applied similarly on the testing set, then the outputs

of the second model are back-scaled to heart rate values:

ŷBAge
i + ŷBAge

i ŷBAM
i , where ŷ

BAM are predictions of the sec-

ond model.

4. Results and Discussion

RePSS challenge was one of first attempts to evaluate

and compare different approaches of remote HR estimation

on moving person in standardized conditions. The Table 1

provides the challenge leaderboard along with our proposed

baselines.

BC is the simplest method for indirect heart rate assess-

ment. Surprisingly, it provided lower MAE and RMSE val-

ues than one third of the all other methods. Due to zero vari-

ance of BC's answers its R value is undefined (set to zero).

In order to calculate R value, one can add a slight random

number to each answer of BC; this procedure wouldn't sig-

nificantly change MAE or RMSE.

The adaptive baselines, BMotion, BAge and BAM, fur-

ther improved the result leading to the 6th place. The error

of BAM is close to 4th and 5th places (less than 1% differ-

ence).

Top three methods demonstrated MAE of ≈7-9 bpm,

while the error of most methods was above 12 bpm. They

are not far beyond even the simple average BC method

with MAE of ≈13.25 bpm. Adaptive Baseline approach

decreases MAE to ≈12.48 bpm.

4.1. Possible Enhancements of the Baseline Method

Even most sophisticated of our baselines, BAM, only

uses age and motion assessments. Moreover, it uses very

simple form of motion assessment and combines estima-

tions in the very simple, linear way. Considering additional

factors and more sophisticated combination of them would

lead to even better estimations.

Obvious additional factors to consider is gender and

body weight index (BWI), as long as they often used in HR-



# or

method

MAE,

bpm

RMSE,

bpm
R

1 6.94 10.68 0.75

2 7.92 14.38 0.59

3 8.95 14.16 0.54

4 12.39 16.09 0.23

5 12.46 16.20 0.19

BAM 12.49 15.84 0.19

BAge 12.51 15.85 0.18

7 12.54 16.09 0.10

8 12.55 16.06 0.10

9 12.58 15.97 0.10

BMotion 12.68 15.93 0.10

10 12.74 16.13 0.10

11 12.74 16.35 0.22

12 12.91 16.54 0.08

13 12.91 16.57 0.15

14 12.91 16.57 0.15

15 13.02 17.30 0.07

BC 13.26 16.29 0.00

16 13.26 16.29 0.00

17 13.29 16.75 0.02

18 13.40 17.87 0.28

19 13.55 17.46 0.16

20 13.63 16.65 0.06

21 14.37 18.75 0.11

22 14.51 18.97 0.11

23 14.76 19.11 0.04

24 15.69 19.74 0.01

25 20.12 25.55 -0.02

Table 1: Leaderboard of the RePSS competition. Results

are sorted by MAE, which was a primary metric of the chal-

lenge. Proposed baselines are in bold.

based techniques of indirect energy expenditure measure-

ments. Some better form of the motion assessment should

be considered, preferably one which correlates with energy

expenditure. While BWI can hardly be determined from the

facial video of the person, some signs of obesity or under-

weight still may be extracted.

Other source of inspiration is HR-based methods of in-

direct measurement of oxygen consumption [12, 18] and

blood pressure [19, 20]. According to the inverse problem

approach, they could be useful for the HR estimation. We

assume that oxygen consumption and blood pressure them-

selves could be assessed via analysis of the average skin

tone.

Third group includes features like pose, facial expres-

sion, speaking and others – factors with uncertainly related

to the heart rate, which, however, may be easily extracted

from the video using already existing techniques. There-

fore, they may be easily, almost for granted, tested for the

applicability.

Finally, obvious enhancements is to use some simple

neural network to combine all the pre-extracted factors into

HR prediction.

4.2. Dataset Bias

Some factors could be dataset-specific. Particularly, if

average HR is significantly different for different datasets

(for example, children dataset concatenated with the adults

dataset), some integral characteristics of these subsets (like

different backgrounds) could be recognized and, thus, HR

prediction baseline could be adapted to the subset’s aver-

age. Although such accounting of all mentioned integral

characteristics will likely lead to better prediction of HR

and higher positions in challenges leaderboards, it doesn’t

look like a way to create practically-valuable rPPG method.

Moreover, it even may be done unintentionally.

4.3. Concerns

If adaptive baseline methods could be capable to produce

HR predictions close to real values basing on subject’s ap-

pearance parameters is a matter of further studies. However,

if they do, they will likely fail to predict HR deviations from

values typical for recognized subject’s appearance. This

is due to these methods do not extract pulse signal or its

derivatives from data and mostly exploit prior knowledge

on HR distribution over subject’s appearance. Such unrec-

ognizable deviations are of prime importance in medical ap-

plications, as they often indicate abnormal health state and

necessity of medical assistance.

End-to-end deep models become popular in rPPG. In

order to determine practical value of such models they

shouldn't be considered as black boxes generating good or

bad predictions of HR values. Analysis should be per-

formed to determine what kind of features are inferring

in end-to-end nets: are they appearance-related features or

pulse signal-related features. If they are appearance features

than method is doing adaptive baseline calculation which

has minor value in medical tasks.

4.4. Indirect assessment of Heart Rate Variability

While we failed to find any attempts to solve the prob-

lem of indirect estimation for the HR itself, there are lot of

researches of this kind for the heart rate variability (HRV).

Influence of age, gender, BWI (especially in cases of obe-

sity and underweight) and other factors on HRV is a field

of ongoing studies [21–27]. While no ready-made indi-

rect assessment method was proposed yet, strong relations

were found. Thus, the same indirect approach for measur-

ing HRV can also be used. It will be susceptible to the same

flaws.
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5. Conclusion

The adaptive baseline for the HR assessment, based
solely on the analysis of the subject appearance, is proposed
and discussed. Even linear regression model of the depen-
dence of heart rate on age and intensity of movements fell
into the top 25% of the RePSS competition leaderboard. We
consider such indirect assessment as valuable baseline for
photoplethysmography problem, while non-applicable for
medical applications. We outlined our concern about pos-
sible implicit indirect HR assessment in current end-to-end
deep networks, which merits further study.
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